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This compact mixer with built-in effects doubles as a
computer recording interface so you can mix, record,
or both at the same time. The MultiMix 8 USB FX delivers clean
audio to your PA or recording system plus hassle-free computer connection,
microphone inputs with phantom power, guitar-direct inputs, line-level inputs
for connecting everything else, plus a wide range of effects.
A number of key design improvements are included on the MultiMix 8
USB FX. Enlarged knob-to-knob spacing improves ergonomics and in-use
efficiency. The newly designed mixer introduces a sleek new appearance
for the MultiMix series and incorporates removable end caps, which can be
helpful for squeezing the MultiMix 8 USB FX into smaller spaces in tightly
packed setups. In addition to its improved signal-to-noise ratio specifications,
the new mixer consumes 36% less power than its predecessor for reliability
and energy efficiency.
INCLUDES

Whether you are mixing a band or sub-mixing a group of inputs, such as a
drumset, the MultiMix 8 USB FX is easy to use, rugged, and packed with
features.

FEATURES
FEATURES
>> Eight-channel mixer with mic, line, and guitar-level inputs
>> 16-bit, 44.1/48 kHz stereo USB output for easy recording and playback from your computer
>> XLR inputs with gain trim, switchable high-pass filters, and 48V phantom power
>> 1/4-inch line-level inputs for instruments and high-impedance
guitar input for direct-connecting guitars

>> Built-in DSP effects with footswitch bypass control and Aux buss for external processing
>> Multicolor LED metering for visual level feedback
>> Main and headphone outputs with independent level controls
>> Class compliant, plug-and-play USB for Mac and PC interface without installing drivers
All information is preliminary and subject to change.
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>> Powerful EQ: three-band with sweepable parametric mids on channels
1 and 2, three-band on 3 and 4, two-band on 5 – 8

